
Baseline summary: mass models built on MC, shapes dependent on <BDT> and <eta>.
BDT and eta models - interpolated weighted histograms from MC (separately for each
signal/bkg component). First, BDT and eta values are generated from the interpolated
histograms. Then these values are used to generate the mass values from the (conditional)
mass pdf.
null-hypothesis summary: mass values are generated separately in each {BDT, eta} bin
from the fit model with apriori given <BDT> and <eta> values, which are the same for
every event, every toy.

Differences in generation and fitting between baseline (continuous toys) and
null-hypothesis toys

1 - BDT and eta generation
baseline: different BDT and eta values generated for every event, therefore the <BDT>
and <eta> fluctuates. Mass values generated based on the BDT and eta values, so the
fluctuation in BDT and eta induces fluctuation in mass shape. Moreover, different events in a
given {BDT, eta} bin are generated from different shape.

null-hypothesis: assumes fixed <BDT> and <eta> values in a given binning. The mass
shapes therefore generated in these bins based on the corresponding <BDT> and <eta>
values. Neither <BDT> nor <eta> nor mass fluctuates - all events in a given bin are
generated from the same mass shape that corresponds to the pre-defined <BDT> and
<eta> values.

- from the point of view of BDT and eta dependence in generation, the null hypothesis is
a limiting case of the baseline generation, where there’s only one value of BDT and eta for
all events in a given {BDT, eta} bin.

2 - Signal mass model in generation
baseline: 3 gaussians, 2 of them sharing mean, with all shape parameters linearly
dependent on both BDT and eta. Values of the shape parameters were obtained in fits to
MC.

null-hypothesis: 2 gaussians with independent mean. Width of the narrower gaussian is
linear with <eta>. Other shape parameters are constant in both <BDT> and <eta>. Shape
parameters were obtained from fits to signal-only baseline toys binned in eta.

3 - Treatment of <BDT> and <eta> in fitting
baseline: averages of BDT and eta in each bin taken from the toy - treated as an external
input, that differs from toy to toy.

null-hypothesis: uses the same <BDT> and <eta> values as were used in generation,
same for all the toys.

- this is not really a difference afterall, however, the point is that there’s no fluctuation of
<BDT> and <eta> assumed in the null-hypothesis fit and the <BDT> and <eta> values
are assumed same for the all the toys

4 - Two-step fitting vs. one step fitting
baseline: first, background components are fitted to the sidebands, then the full model is
fitted to the full sample while bkg is starting from the values fitted in the previous step

null-hypothesis: all is fitted in one step

- can be implemented in the null-hypothesis as well, but is probably not major source of
difference




